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Letters from the Gulag
From the Editor;
This issue contains letters, depositions and other testimonials about the fate of Poles under Soviet
occupation during the years of the Soviet-Nazi friendship 1939-1941. In that period, over one million
Poles were deported to the Soviet labor camps and settlements in Siberia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and
the Urals. The fate of these Poles, indeed the very fact of the deportations, is virtually unknown to the
American public. During the war, the Polish government-in-exile did a remarkable job collecting and
preserving testimonials of the few survivors of the Gulag experience. We hereby reproduce in English
translation a tiny fragment of these testimonials presently located at the Hoover Institution Archives.
The report on the living conditions of Polish health services personnel deported to the USSR explains
who was deported to Russia and why. Part one reproduced here records the official reasons for
deportations given by the Soviet police to the deportees and their families. As can be seen from the text,
these reasons were not related to health services. The map on the preceding page was drafted by a Polish
government-in-exile employee. The three children who wrote the letters did not survive, so far as we
know. Miss lobaczewska's testimonial is that of survivor: she was one of the few lucky ones who were
sent to Iran. The highly spiritual woman who wrote the letters from Semipaliatinsk did not survive.
Nor did her children survive. The telegram from Magadan testifies to the toughness and nobility ofspirit
of some Poles imprisoned in the most dreadful part of the Soviet Gulag: the Kolyma. Finally, the short
story, "Pain," by Marta Zukowska is one of the finest descriptions of what a day in the Gulag was like.
She was one of those permitted to leave for Iran as members of families of the Polish Army volunteers
(recruited among Poles imprisoned in the Gulag). We are proud to introduce this yet unpublished
author to the American reader.
We gratefully acknowledge permission to copy and translate these documents extended to us by the
Hoover Institution Archives.

Report
on the living conditions of
Polish health services personnel
deported to the USSR

We would like to thank the following persons for
their donations to The SarmatianReview (pIASA
Houston Circle) in 1988:
M:r. & 11:rs. lliwan;[. Demny,

ns. 'b.3a J.

Hen..derson, Dr. Joseph A. Jachtmczyk,

Testimonials about experiences in the USSR
n ... :B.Peter Pod.ntestnsR.t, Dr. & nrs.
of Polish hospital workers enabled us to
:K.. llimund. SpaR..
compile a report on the living conditions of the
Polish health services personnel in Soviet Russia.
After reading these several hundred testimonials, 8peci.al. tI1ani.s a.1"e C£u.e to tft.e
Bu.1"zynsi.t. R.esea.1"cf1. 'Lnstt.
it is difficult to resist the feeling of pain. The
sufferings of these people, innocent people, tom
tu.te 101" t.ts ve1"Y ljene1"OUS
away from where they grew up, where they were c£ona.ti..on to 1lI.e 8a.1"ma.tt.a.n
deeply rooted for generations, people who for no
R.evt.ew--Kouston ct.1"cte 01
known reason were driven out thousands of miles,
tf1.e Pott.sf1. 'Lnstt.tu.te.
thrown into the inaccessible swampy Siberian
forests or endless stretches of Kazakhstan, left to
living together with people of a different, more
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primitive culture, a different Central Asiatic frame
of mind, different language, beliefs, customs and
ethics, a different system of thinking and acting.
This fact alone created very difficult and often
unbearable conditions. To this was added resent
ment and in most cases a hostile attitude of the
Soviet authorities who considered everything Pol
ish as hostile, all Poles as an opasnyi element [Rus
sianforunsqfeelement, tr.] and who tried in every
way to wipe out and erase every sign of Polishness.
The German ausrotten [to be destroyed, a German
expression used in regard to Poles, tr.] fou~d its
worthy counterpart in opasnyi element. A dtffer
ent name, but the goal and methods are similar, and
who knows whose are more refined and effective.
Taking advantage of possessing unmeasured ter
rain, the Soviet government decided to use it to
eradicate the Polish nation. It decided to divide the
Polish community into small groups, to plant these
groups within concentrations of Russian people or
conquered nations, to break contacts with their
country and other Polish communities--to assimi
late what is possible, to exterminate what is not.
The work got underway with great impetus.
People were shipped out by the tens of thousands
into the depths of Russia. The majority of the men
first went to prison and then to labor camps. The
majority of women and children were sent on so
called "voluntary deportation." Those who were so
punished wanted to know why they were being
punished. Some were given reasons, others were
told nothing.
Data on hospital workers
Of the 595 depositions of nurses and hospital at
tendants, the following numbers state that the rea
son for their imprisonment and deportation was:
17 ... the fact that their father or another member of
their family was a policeman.
85 ...they attempted to cross the Rumanian or
Hungarian border for the purpose of reaching the
Polish army.
28 ... they participated in Polish organizations.
14 ... their father or brother was arrested.
23 ... they refused to accept a Soviet passport.
18 ...they were an unsafe element.
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58 ... someone in their family was an officer.
17 ...their families were settlers in eastern
Poland.
15 ... they were refugees from territories taken
over by the Germans.
2 ...they possessed real estate.
4 ...they wanted to return to the territories
occupied by the Germans.
2 ... they were hiding out a serviceman.
2 ... their brother was a prisoner-of-war of the
Russians.
2 ... they were once interned in Lithuania or
Latvia.
59 ... they were prisoners-of-war.
2 ... they possessed arms.
2 ... they were accused of anticommunist
agitation.
2 ... they were accused of houliganism.
2 ... their husband was a judge.
4 ... they were accused of counter-revolutionary
activities.
18 ...no reason was given.
79 ...in times of mass deportations.
The restdo not give reasons in their depositions for
their exile or conviction.
As it appears, thereweremanyreasons--some truly
hard to believe as possible reasons, as for example
that the father was a settler, a brother was a prisoner
of-war, or that the husband was a judge. One must
keep in mind that the reasons given by the Bolshe
viks were more or less probable fiction, and their
real reason was the desire to ruin the nation. This is ,
confirmed by the practice of sadism, infliction of
tortures, and insults of national feeling at every
step. In the treatment of Poles they showed some
kind of wild hatred, some kind of inexplicable
desire to badger and degrade.
Those who were imprisoned had a foretaste of life
in the depths of Russia. In most cases, prison was
the bottom of hell. Poles had to sit through long
weeks and months without trial in tight unheated
cells that were incredibly crowded, stifling with
out fresh air, in dampness (often water seeped
down the walls). Mrs. Krupska-Dudkiewicz
states: "I stayed in the lomza prison for nine
months. Incredible crowds. Water seeped over
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the walls, freezing, settling in greenish-gray ered ended and the sentence pronounced, most fre
stains. In the course of nine months I had barely quently from three to eight years of camp labor.
four or five exercise walks. Horrible nourishment, Sometimes death sentences were pronounced and
noises, cries, the punishment cell.
then changed to 15-20 years of camp labor, which
Stanislawa Dudowa in the Sieniawa prison: "Dur in practice was equivalent to death in the torture
ing the interrogations I was beaten to unconscious chambers after three or four years.
Most of the convicted never even heard of trials.
ness."
Anna Pazderska: "I was held without trial from Trials were rare. Usually after the interrogation
was completed, a verdict was read and executed. A
April 1940 until February 1942.
defense
and appeal did not exist. A request by the
Interrogation
convicted produced an answer that an appeal
The real hard labor was the interrogation. It was a
should be lodged at the place where the punishment
combination ofsenselessness, cruelty and desire to
was executed. Attempts to reexamine the cases
degrade using whatever methods to force confes
were considered fool's errands by labor camp
sions rather than prove guilt. That is why from the
inmates.
start the accused are treated as guilty; there is no
"Voluntary deportations"
seeking out of witnesses, no gathering of material
evidence. The whole interrogation leans on the act Another group of prisoners consisted of those
of accusation and statements ofthe accused, a very shipped out on the so-called "voluntary deporta
primitive procedure long abandoned in European tions." Here the procedure was much simpler.
courts. That is why methods offorcing confessions Suddenly, most often at night, the NKVD arrived,
are very elaborate. For this purpose they use guile, gave them from one-half to a whole hour to prepare
torture, beating to unconsciousness, breaking of for departure and drove them to the station in autos
jaws, knocking out ofteeth, breaking ofribs, carry or wagons, loaded them on the waiting freight
ing out interrogations over several nights in a row, trains and shipped them out. Sometimes a fictitious
reason was given for the move, most often nothing
punishment cells, etc.
Franciszek Rozbicki states: "In the course of the was said. The lodgings, furniture and things that
interrogations they varied the tortures. They closed could not be taken were passed down as public
the prisoners in an unheated room where they kept property, that is to one of the local Soviet dignitar
them 48 hours without eating, then locked them up ies. Some people were permitted to take some
for punishment in a concrete toilet full to the ankles personal belongings, others were not.
ofwater, only in their underwear. When this did not In an apartment so raided everybody was driven
help, they would beat them up with revolvers. They out, from cripples and children to old people.
knocked out two of my teeth.
Anna Markielewicz states that she was driven out
Kazimierz Turzanski in the prison in with her eight-month old daughter who was ill. The
Stanisfawow: "Weird cries ofthe tortured men and daughter died upon arrival at the destination.
women resounded throughout. From time to time, Bronisfawa Krupawa: "They drove me out with
someone would return from the interrogation with 88-year old Countess Bogdanowicz. The old lady
a swollen face, and after taking off his clothes died on the road. "
.
would show his hips and thighs beaten black and People forced into "voluntary deportations" came
blue. Edward Dziwulski: "In the Czortkow prison from all strata of society, all professions and reli
they broke jaws, knocked out teeth... " And so the gious backgrounds. The sick and pregnant
depositions drag on, each more horrifying than the women, illiterates and savants were all included.
other and each an awesome accusation.
Transport was carried out under unspeakable con
V ery often prisoners under the influence of such ditions: incredible crowding, hunger, vermin, ina
"humanitarian methods confessed to uncommit  bility to bathe for weeks .... Diseases spread with
ted crimes. Then the interrogations were con sid
It
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frightening speed, particularly those caused by
improper nourishment.. ..
Translated by Claire S. Allen
Hoover Institution Archives, WJ'adysol'aw Anders
Collection, Box #70, Folder ID 116.
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Telegram mailed by Polish prisoners in the
Kolyma labor camps to the Polish Embassy in
Kuibyshev. Hoover Institution Archives, Poland.
Ambasada (USSR), Box #30. The text says: Polish
men, 176 in number, gathered in Magadan on 13
May 1942, solemnly declare their fidelity to their

beloved and dear homeland, and they declare to
the Polish Prime Minister and Commander-In
Chief, GeneralSikorski, their ardent intention and
willingness to enlist in the Polish Army to fight to
the last drop ofblood against the German occupant
and against the fascist Axis,
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Letters from the Gulag
Letters from children
To:

The Polish War Mission
Attention, General Wielikowski

From: Polish citizens, Alfreda Borowska and
Lidia FiedorOwna
Written June 15, 1942

continued

Letters from adults
Lw6w, April 14, 1940
.... Our last farewell to Lw6w. We ride out en masse
eastward, the trail of the best in our history.(I)
Grandma, the three children and I. The girls were
not permitted to come. I place myself at the mercy
of God in this horrible hell. (There are thirty per
sons in the railroad car.) Remember that death does
not separate people, but brings those together to
whom earth is not kind. God willing, perhaps we
shall accomplish some godly purpose in the depths
of Russia. As long as I live, not one of the children
will die of hunger--believe this no matter what. If
faith and hope were calculation of the odds, they
would not be heroic virtues. For two days we were
locked inside the cars, the trip took about three
weeks. The children are angels ....
Semipaliatinsk, May 6, 1940
...After the three-week Dantesque journey by train
and oxen, we are on a farm in Mikhailovsky, about
130 kilometers from the station, in eastern Asia. (2)
At the station they unloaded a child and all our be
longings onto some other truck. Already I lost one
child. I hope this was an error. I pray with all my
continuous suffering... Please pray for mercy. We
live in a clay sheep hut. If only I can find work. I
doubt that we can live here, there's no food. I pray
for a wise succession ofdeath. Pray and go to Com
munion for us--I am so miserable without it! ..

PETITION
We Polish children now find ourselves in adyet~
dom in Udmurt.(1) Before the Soviet-German war
we lived in Biatystok where we were born and
staying at a health resort in Druskienniki. We were
vacationing there from June 3 to 22nd. There the
horrible war met us. We had to get out ofDruskien
niki and looked for ways of getting back to
Bia lystok. But all of the roads were taken and the
bridge in Grodno was burning, so that we could not
reach the beloved city and were driven out across the
border to the territory of the Soviet Union.(2) On a
decision of the higher authorities we were sent to
Udmurt to the town of Sarapul, and later to the
village of Karakulino into dyet-dom No.5. We
have been here a year and study in school. It is'nt
very good for us here and we learned from the
nachalstvo (and perhaps you, sir, are also aware
of it) that they keep children here until age fifteen
only. We were born in 1927 and have completed our
fifteenth year so that they will send us gde kogo.(3)
We do not know where to go and tum to you, sir,
father and protector of Polish children, so that you "The fate that befalls us is never beneath
would take us under your care and so that we have us, we must grow up to it."
some kind offuture. If you do not turn your attention
toward us, sir, there is no one else to take care ofus,
Semipaliatinsk, May 12, 1940
so that the road we have left is to take our own lives. .... The children were ill. I dig manure for fueLSo
(1) Udmurt, a territory in the Urals inhabited by Udmurts far, there are no supplies. Please send a package of
and Tatars. It is an autonomous republic within the Russian food and warm things. The foreground of the Gobi
republic: i.e., its native population is not Russian. The
Udmurts belong to the Fin~Ugric linguistic group. Dyet
dom (Rus.), Soviet children's hostel. (2)Bialystok, a city in
eastern Poland. Grodno, a former Polish city, now in the
Byelorussian Soviet republic. (3)Nachalstvo (Rus.), Rus
sian anthorities. Gde kogo (Rus.), God knows where.
(Continued on Page 7)

(1) The author refers to the unsuccessful Polish risings
against the Russians in the 19th century which were followed
by retaliatory mass deportations of Poles to Siberia.
(2) The author is mistaken. She is in western Siberia and
therefore in western rather than eastern Asia.
(Continued on Page 9)
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They drove us to Sarapul. I never saw my parents
again. In Sarapul I lived in a dyet-dom with other
children with whom I came from Druskienniki to
Sarapul. Then I and several others were forcibly
taken to F.Z.O.(2) There they forced me to work in
the waterworks. Some ofthe Russian boys were as
signed to work as locksmiths and lathe operators,
but they did not wantto take me because lam aPole.
I work twelve hours a day in the water. What I
received in clothing was stolen. They feed us once
a day , only soup. Tell me dear countrymen how one
can go on living like this. At fIrst I did not know
that you are located in Kuibyshev, or I would have
written sooner. I learned from my previous dyet
dom that Mak Zbigniew is already with you. I was
with him in Bialystok where we studied from the .
fIrst to the sixth grade and then he left to study in the
gymnasium. He must have told you about me. I
have nothing else to write.
So long, dear countrymen. I hope that we will see
each other.
Kundzicz, Marian
My address. YnMYPcKafl ACCP r. CapanYIl
WKOIla ~30 non fl. 40 EapaK 4.

We beg you once more to take care of us Polish
children patriots. Maybe wecanprovide some serv
ice for the army or in civilian life and have at least a
small hope ofreturning to our families. Our parents
were and we hope are still Polish patriots who want
to help Poland and want her to be free again. We
children want to follow our parents' footsteps and
we dreamofliving and dying as Polish patriots near
other Poles. We once were in such an environment
and now we are sad and miss everyone and want an
environment other than this one. We heard much
about Polish battalion schools and various army or
ganizations, so perhaps we can take part in some.
This is already our second letter and we urgently
beg for a quick reply, one way or another, so that
we can have some future.
Please, please, once more, do not reject our peti
tion and take us under your care. We turn to you as
to a father and ask for help. Even though we are still
adolescents, we will try to help as adults. We wait
impatiently for your quick reply.
So long!!!
We wait for your good, welcome words which
(2) F.Z.O.: compulsive "trade schools" providing on-the
can replace those of our mother and father.
job training in the most dangerous industries. Established
Please send your reply to this address: YnM. ACCP
KapaK YIlHHCKHR paRoH ceIlO KapaKYIlHHO y IlHua
JIeHHHa H. 12 MOCKBflK Ka3HMep.

in the 1930s.

No. L143. I certify the accuracy 0/ this transcript
with the original. Signed, St. Romanski, Secre
June 8, 1942
tary o/the Polish Embassy, Teheran, 1943.
Dear Countrymen:
Translated by Claire S. Allen
In the fIrst words of my letter I greet you and beg
that you let me live with you.
NOTE: Romanski's transcripts ofthese letters are located
I write down my biography: I am Marian
Kundzicz, born December 25, 1925, in the city of in the Hoover Institution Archives, Poland. Ambasada
(USSR), Box #24, Folder ID 267.
Bialystok. My parents worked in a factory. When
I was seven years old I went to a public schooL I
. fInished the seventh grade. At age fifteen my
parents took me to the factory. There I trained to be
a locksmith. I worked a year and fIve months when
I came down with tuberculosis and the factory sent
me to the health resort at Druskienniki.(I) I was
there until June 22 when the Russian-Gennan war
broke out.
(1) Druskienniki, a Polish health resort before World War II,
now in the Lithuanian Soviet Republic.
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Transcript of a conversation
would not give it because he said that it was proba
bly not my Mama. Then I went to the neighbors
with Irena lobaczewska, born 1929, ward of a
dyet-dom in Ashkhabad, evacuated in July 1943 who went with me and confirmed that it was my
to Iran. (1)
Mama. Then the administrator gave a horse. He did
We lived in a settlement in Droznice in Kowel not give a coffin because he said there weren't any
county. (2) They arrested my Dad, Anthony and we could bury Mama any way we wished. We
lobaczewski, and we, including me, Mama, Ame buried her in a sheet. My brother worked about 17
lia, my three-year old sister Sabina and my brother kilometers from the collective farm -- he left work
because they would not let him take time off and
Anthony, born 1925, weredrivenouttoPavlodar
skaya Dblast in the Maksimo-Gorkovsky re came to the funeral. They wrote down "criminal
gion.(3) Welivedinaclayhutonacollectivefarm. absence" in his papers, but later let him go when
Mama and my brother worked. As long as we had others confrrmed that his mama died.
some supplies from Poland, we somehow got Then the Polish agency took over our care. (4) We
along. But later Mama got sick and hunger began. were first taken to a dyet-dom in Pavlodar. My
First we ate bran and later linseed cakes. I beat brother stated that he was born in 1927, because
linseeds all day long and from this so-called flour otherwise they would not take him in and he would
we baked pancakes. I had no more energy to beat not be able to leave for Iran. Sabina died in the dyet
those linseeds. One day early in the spring of 1942, dam from dysentery and tuberculosis.
Mama went to the nearby collective farms to trade In December 1942, my brother and I left for
the last Polish goods we had left so that she could Ashkhabad and in July 1943 we arrived in Iran.
bring back a little flour for Sabina, who for many
months now did not see any bread or milk. Mama Teheran, October 19, 1943
left early in the morning and said she would return
(signed) Irena Lobaczewska
in the afternoon.
(4) The author refers to the opemng of a Polish Embassy
It was already evening and Mama still did not in Kuibyshev (Samara) in the Russian Soviet Republic.
return. I went out to look for her, stopping in at the
neighbors, looking for her on the steppes, she was Written by Irena Wasilewska, assistant secre
nowhere. It was already dark. Later I went to the tary ofthe Polish Embassy in the USSR. I certify
Kazakhs who were feeding their sheep. There they to the authenticity ofthe signature ofIrena
told me that some kind ofwoman is lying by theroad I.obaczewska on the original and the accuracy of
on the steppe. I ran and saw that someone was lying the copy with the original. (Signed) Irena Was
there. I came closer and it was my Mama lying dead. ilewska
Translated by Claire S. Allen
Near her a small bag of flour. I ran back to my
collective farm to ask the administrator for a horse
because Mama is lying dead on the steppe. He
(1) Mter the German attack on Russia in June 1941, Stalin
promptly extended recognition to the Polish government in
exile in London. As a result. those still alive among the
Polish deportees were allowed to join the Polish army in exile
to fight against Hitler, and their families were permitted to
leave the Soviet Union. By the time Irena lobaczewska left,
however, she was an orphan. Ashkhabad, the capital of the
Turkmenian Soviet Republic.
(2) Kowel, a former Polish town in Volhynia, now part of the
Ukrainian Soviet Republic.
(3) Pavlodarskaya Oblast, a region on the Irtysh river in the
Kazakh Soviet Republic.

A photo of Irena lobaczewska taken in the bospital of the
Fifth Polish Encampment. Teheran, October 1943.
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Letters from adults
(Continued from Page 6 )

Eastern Europe, a nonprofit tax-exempt corpora
Desert. Even here there is room for God's miracles: tion dedicated to promoting independent social
I located the child. They will return her after a movements in Eastern Europe. Bi-monthly, 44
couple of days. I prayed her out. I wandered the pages, photographs. Subscription $ 15.00/year. 48
steppes like crazy about 150 kilometers with the
East 21st Street, New York, N.Y. 10010.
Kirghizes. I went through the Inferno. But I will get Vol. 1, No.3 contains sections on Czechoslovakia,
her back. Have faith and pray for strength. I believe Ukraine, the Baltic Republics, Poland and Hun
we will endure. I enjoy digging manure. God is gary. The unique feature ofthis journalis that it uses
good--I found wild garlic ....
Eastern European writers to fill its pages, and thus
"If faith and hope were calculations is a source of primary information about what
of the odds, they would not be heroic really happens in Eastern Europe and in the west
ern republics of the Soviet Union.
virtues. "
Semipaliatinsk, May 23,1940
.... Near the Altai Mountains. This is the fourth time
I write from here. Only God is witness. It's obvious
he tells us to live through hell and the cries of
hungry children. I work by the manure etc. I apolo
gize for the handwriting. My hands are worn out in
their sockets. We dread the winter: fifty degrees
below zero. Remember, the fate that befalls us is
never beneath us, we must grow up to it. It is
important that even in the basest degradation one
maintains the power of spirit and does not resign
one's apostolic role .... It is miserable without Holy
Communion. Go frequently for me ... If not sooner,
we will meet in Heaven where the shortcomings of
earth will be filled out to the very edges.
Translated by Claire S. Allen

Comnlunist Reginles in Eastern Europe,

by Richard F. Staar. Fifth Edition. Stanford Uni- ,
versity, Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press.
1988. xiv + 367 pages. Index, bibliography, tables.
$11.95 (paper). ISBN 0-8179-8812-2.
This classical book on eight Eastern European
countries is packed with factual data. For research
ers and informed laymen. Very much recom
mended.

Ariadne's Threads: Polish Women
Poets. Translated and introduced by Susan Bass
nett and Piotr Kuhiwczak. London-Boston. Forest
BooksIUNESCO. 1988. ISBN 0-948259-40-X.

l6.95.
An introduction to Kazimiera Illakowiczowna,
Maria Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska, Anna
Swirszczynska, Anna Kamienska, Wislawa Szym
NOTE: An unsigned transcript ofthis letter can befound in borska, Urszula Koziol, Halina Poswiatowska, and
the Hoover Institution Archives, St. Mikolajczyk, Box # 15, Ewa Lipska. Each poet is represented by 5-8'
Folder ID "Poland under Soviet occupation, Lw6w 1935
poems. Very fine translations, a good Introduction.
41."

BOOKS
:B00"8
MORE BOOKS AND
PERIODICALS RE
CEIVED
Uncaptive Minds: A Journal of infor
mation and opinion on Eastern Eu
rope. Published by the Institute for Democracy in

Feminists Despite Themselves: Women
in Ukrainian Community Life 1884
1939, by Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak. Ed
monton, Alberta. Canadian Institute of Ukrainian
Studies, University of Alberta. 1988.
xxv+460 pages. Photographs, Index. Hardcover.
A pioneering work by one of America's foremost
ethnic historians. It deals with the struggle of
Ukrainain women to maintain their ethnic identity
and prevent Polonization or Russification of the
Ukrainian community.
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knows that he will tell you to lie down and then ask
why you're not sleeping. Oh, already he
pauses... he's nosing about looking for some of
A gulag story
fense. Why make it easy for him?
!:>y
The head slides slowly on the straw mattress.
Marta Zukowska
Such a large, heavy head. Then the back touches the
Pain.
mattress. Oh, great! The bump in the straw hits the
It reigned all powerful. It filtered through to the
spot just where a new abscess is forming.
depths, to the brink, to each tissue. It throbbed in
The pain giggled with joy as it jumped with one
each nerve. It persisted.
leap, concentrated in one place, fled from the head,
Pain.
the thigh, the arms and became a genuine most
It was strongest in the ears. The largest abscesses
genuine pain only under the s~oulder bla~e. Let.it
were located there. There it was uninterrupted.
stay there .... But no, it's spreading out agam, agam
It seemed that by stretching the neck the pain could
gnawing on the wounds on the stomach with each
be moved away further. Most comfortable was the
contact with the coarse gulag shirt, burning in the
position least comfortable on the leg tucked under so
palms covered with itching blisters, stinging in the
that the scab was torn offslowly by the soft swaying
swollen breast, from which oozes a thick, greenish
of the flesh, it turned the attention away from the
fluid and finally crawling into the ears. There it
pain that was concentrated in the ears. This helped feels most at home, there it pulses with all of its
for a couple of seconds, perhaps for half a minute. force: hot succulent ruthless. My pain.
The hand still brought relief as itleaned on the rough
It forgot the legs. These two swollen weights
desk on that part of the palm that is most scratched became numb in their swelling. They hang power
as a result of the itching. Small splinters pushing
less from their sockets, very large, most likely very
into the skin again equalize for a moment the other
ludicrous in this awkward sag. Legs.
pain of the bloody scab on the thigh and the
Not my legs.
growing abscesses in the ears. But only for a
*****
moment.
The doors banged. The other doors. He left. My
Ears. One must do something immediately. One
mind begins to work: if he left, there will be about
cannot go on like this. The minutes drag on hope two hours of quiet. This barracks is usually the last
lessly. The dirty lamp lights up the total misery of on the guard's regular route. Now he goes on
the sleeping sick bodies. Unhealthy breaths penne watch. He'll sleep, or drink vodka secretly. He
ate the air. Abrupt groans interrupt the snoring; already covered the other barracks, mess hall, bath
breathing is heavy, rattling.
house, the sauna room.
Outside a blizzard persists. Doors rattle and the
The sauna?
40-degree cold blows into the barracks with a
Sometimes it's 80-degrees above zero [176 de
piercing woeful impact. Then the pain becomes grees F., tr.] there. A brilliant idea enters into my
unbearable. How the cold can reach the body, how consciousness as if enlightenment: 60 degrees, 80
it can find the hole in the trousers and the unfas degrees ... And what if! Such heat! Maybe it can
tened shirt.
induce my abscesses to burst.
It's only hot in the head. The large quilted cap
Who's on duty today in the bathhouse? Either
warms it up adequately. The cap and the fever.
Olenka or Szewczukowa. If it's Olenka,

Pain

*****

The doors open, kicked by someone's foot; it's the
guard on duty. Which one? Oh, I hope it's the red
haired one. But then, aren't they all the same? To
differentiate among them is not possible. Each is
like the other and each behaves the same way. One

everything's alright. Olenka, the hospital attendant,
born in Wilno, is a good, quiet creature. Olenka
helps everybody. She has no scruples in stealing
medicines or bandages from the prison apothecary.
(Maybe that is why they transferred her from the
work in the hospital, though they did not catch her
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taking anything, she's too clever.
or under the barracks, though the penalty for this is
With Szewczukowa, it's a worse situation. That five days in the punishment cell.
Ukrainian woman follows regulations strictly and
*****
reports all offenses to the authorities. What does Thepath under the mess hall is covered completely
she get for this? A bit more food, that's not big pay. by snowdrifts. The blizzard continues the third day.
In one case she doesn't follow the rules, when it Most likely tomorrow they will ask for volunteers
comes to Dyomkin. She's having an affair with to clear the paths. Volunteers! That's funny.
him. Everybody knows this. She's supposed to be
Every step is an enormous effort, every step jars
in her fifth month. He gives her money. Mrs. Mal with a new pain. But I go on. The fact that I'm
icka traded away all her stockings with doing something adds energy.
Szewczukowa. Why does the fat dame need silk
It isn't dark. Despite the walls of snowdrifts, the
stockings? Well, at any rate, one can buy her for lights ofthe four camp floodlights permit the differ
entiation of the contours of the buildings: the first
stockings.
One pair of silk stockings hidden like a precious barracks, the second Stakhanovite barracks
treasure in case ofpossible escape is truly indispen [Stakhanovite, a Soviet neologism applied to those
sable. But on what can one flee, disregarding even who exceed the work quota, tr.], the clinic. The'
all ofthe difficulties in carrying out such a plan. On bathhouse is practically invisible; it is farthest
what? On these two wounded stumps? Ludicrous. away. But the sauna room looms on a light eleva
Well, now it only depends on a little good will: tion in the billowing whiteness of the snow.
there are only about 400 meters to the bathhouse.
Here it is. My foot finds the harder base of the
One can go under the mess halL The floodlights stone stairs, the weight of my falling body opens
don't reach there.
the snow-covered doors.
My hand pulls out the valuable bribe from under
"Olenka! It's me."
my head. With great force ofwill I slowly gather my
"Well well well, Miss Martha, what is the mat
lower limbs one after the other and place them in a ter?"
standing position. Balance is wobbly. But just one
Olenka speaks with a Wilno dialect mixing
more smidgen of wilL .. Now. A clumsy figure, I Lithuanian and Russian words. In her vocabulary
brush against the sleepy legs sticking out from the wood is "shakal," [Lithuanian, tr.], stove is
plank beds. I hobble toward the door.
"pyecbka" [Russian, tr.], and every other word is
*****
her beloved "well well well."
It met me right outside the door. It smiled in
I explain the situation, layout the plan.
greeting, flopped the ear muffs of my hat, pierced
"The sauna room is full of tyelogreykas [tyelo
me with its needles, pressed me with all of the greyka (Rus.), a quilted jacket worn by prisoners'
northern winter. The blizzard.
and laborers, tr.]. The truckers are drying them out.
The Russian blizzard.
One hell of a lot of lice. "
"It's all right, Olenka, I'll move them over. You
*****
I must step down the high steep stairs. My hand yourself said that heat is the best medicine for
clings to the narrow snowed-over railing. Snow got abscesses in the ears."
Olenka likes when you point out that her secret
into my sleeve. Small splinters wedge themselves
under the skin of my palm. It doesn't matter. They medical cures are known.
will come out with the pus orwith the clear fluid that
"So, I will give you a stool and then I'U look in to
seeps from the itching blisters.
make sure you don't faint."
There are still more stairs, still two. The last. My
"Nothing will happen to me. Even you said that
leg slipped on a frozen puddle: hardly anyone feels I have no heart problems and you can tell from the
like going to the remote outhouse in the night, some eyes what illness lies in the organism," I butter her
do not even bother to go down the stairs. One can up further.
Olenka is completely won over. She pushes aside
take care of one's physiological needs on the stairs
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the big bolt from the small door which leads to the
sauna. A hot wave of air hits my face.
I still have enough energyto push off a couple of
quiltedjackets from the hooks. I kick them with my
foot, arrange the stool and slide onto it. I sit on my
hands, pull in my legs and try to gather into one this
strange, heavy body.
Olenka closes the door.

January 1989

scabies, takes into itself the aching limbs and flows
like a pleasant, soothing wave. The pain becomes
more familiar. Now I know that it is my pain, my
own private pain. Before this it was altogether
foreign, even hostile. Now that it became familiar,
the hostility disappeared. We are together. Only we
two, united in an indissoluble bond.
My pain and I.
*****
I must embrace it, unite with it, give in to it. I
It's not hot at all. The cold I brought in still hides should not fight it. Pain must be accepted, then it
in my jacket and trousers, still pinches my cheeks. wanes; sometimes it goes away.
The stale 70-degree [158 F., tr.] air of the sauna
My pain.
room comes out to meet the cold. I feel how its hot
When did I first meet it?
streams squeeze in under my clothes, hurt my eyes.
*****
It'll be necessary to sit here a long time, maybe
My thoughts quickly run backward through my
around the clock. Olenka will take the slip to the whole life. War breaking out, Silesia, Warsaw, the
power station to Dyedikov. He'nlet it pass ... Or University, school, arrival in Poland, the other
maybe it would be better to go to the clinic as soon war... Petersburg...
as it opens. And if my temperature is about 38
*****
degrees, they'll give me a day off. I surely have
In a child's room stands a large trunk. It stands
about 39 degrees now, but at5:00 a.m. my tempera there for three days now and Mama is arranging
ture never wants to reach the desired level. things in it. Weare leaving this evening for the
Jozefska gets off every day. She puts a roll of hot Christmas holidays in Sylgudyszki, my grandpar
bread under her arm and that takes care of the ents' homestead in Lithuania.
matter. But she's friendly with that one in the
Yesterday I put Big Whitey into the trunk. I put
kitchen and can always get her bread allotment him in so cleverly on the very bottom, between the
warmed up.
booties, and then nicely evened out the clothes
My eyes gradually get accustomed to the dark which composed the second layer. Still Mama no
ness. Something like a screen softly lit with a red ticed it right away. Big Whitey was thrown out.
light appears in the direction of the furnace. That's Mother said that bears are not riding out for the
most likely the thinner bricks heated until red hot. holidays.
It looks nice, like in a photographic camera... Oh,
I have three white bears, which according to
and the pipe from the furnace is also aglow, such their size are called Big Whitey, Middle and Small
a misty red pole...
Whitey. But Big Whitey was the most loved at the
I hear a soft creak. I know what it is - the hot air time.
squeezes through the pores of the bricks and gives
However, the fact that Big Whitey was not going
off this mysterious sound. One always hears this in on the trip was not my greatest worry that day. My
the sauna room. It reminds me of the last chords of worry lay in a totally different matter.
the whistle of the factory chimney, only very, very
For the past couple of days a milk tooth was
muted.
aching, which resulted in inflammation. I was
I pull out my hand from beneath my thigh. I sat on taken to the dentist where the necessity of extrac
it for so long that it became numb. But it's already tion was placed before me as an irrevocable opin
damp--perspiration. I try to move my back, the ion from competent quarters.
shirt clings to the skin. Obviously perspiration also
Nevertheless, the operation did not come to pass.
Fear prevailed. I ran from the chair inflicting a
covers my back.
The heat gradually penetrates deeper, slowly strong blow in the direction of the gross figure
envelopes the abscesses, wounds, blisters from the wielding the instruments of torture. My childish
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fist hit the vast softness of Anna Petrovna's breasts
and the treatment ended at this.
I left the place oftorture in a gloomy mood in spite
of my victory. Mama said nothing when we left the
dentist's office or after. And this, precisely, was the
worst. She was not angry, she did not try to talk me
into doing it later, nor did she threaten that I would
not leave for the holidays; but from that moment I
ceased to exist for her. She treated me as if I were
air, though nothing was stated specifically. She
gave me sage for rinsing my mouth, watched to
make sure I ate my soup properly, and acted as if
there were no difference between me and my sister.
But still I did not exist for her.
Big Whitey lies near the trunk and pierces me with
his black button eyes. Big Whitey will remain alone
for three weeks.
My decision is now immediate.
My short legs carry me with frantic speed through
the whole apartment to the entrance hall. None ofthe
elders hears how softly I open the doors to the
outside and hurry up the stairs to the fourth floor
where the dentist lives.
AnnaPetrovna herself opens the door. She has her
coat on, obviously intending to leave.
"Dyetochka, chto zhe ty prishia " ["Honey, why
did you come," Russ., tr.] she greets me with sur
prise.
"Anna Petrovna, please pull out my tooth, without
anesthetic, now, I pull her by the skirt ofher coat.
"Da padazhdi dyetochka, nada vyed razdetsya ."
["Wait a minute honey,I have to take offmy coat"]
"No, don't take it off, you can pullout my tooth
only in the overcoat, "I cry and pull the dentist's coat
impatiently.
AnnaPetrovna must give in to the fitful little girl's
wish and moves sideways toward her office.
Anna Petrovna, now, now! I sit on the chair and
kick my feet impatiently. I close my eyes, open my
mouth.
"Ah!"
Now, not a fist but a tousled head cuddles into
Anna Petrovna's softness.
"No widzisz, dyetochka, dazhe ne
pochustvovala." ["There honey, you hardly felt it,"
a mixture of Russian and Polish, tr.] The dentist
calms me goodheartedly but somewhat triumph
II

II

II
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antly.
I jump off the chair, I do not have even a moment
and besides, as the operation was truly not painful,
I am thrown completely off balance.
"Where's the tooth, Anna Petrovna, please give
me the tooth back now! And it hurt a lot, you know,
a lot."
Anna Petrovna hands over my poor fang rolled in
cotton and tries to detain me for the purpose of
rinsing my wounded gums. But nothing can hold
me back now. I grab the proof of my heroism and
in a moment find myself on the stairs.
Now it is no longer running: It's a kind of frantic
gallop down the stairs two steps at a time to speed
up. Ileftthefront dooropenearlier and now I most
likely do the same. I know one thing, that I must see'
Mama as soon as possible.
There she is.
She's talking in the parlor with the stout lady from
the Polish Women's Circle.
My sister and I dislike this lady very much. She
comes each week to report on what is happening in
the orphanage which is under Mama's care and
always smiles so sweetly and says: "And maybe
some day, Madam President. your girls will visit
our dear ones." I have no inclination to see these
dear ones," and anyway there is always measles or
scarlet fever there and Mother says we cannot go.
Besides this, this lady says to me "my little apple"
which is a horrible name and kisses me, which I
cannot stand at all. She smells so badly. We do not
have such smells at home. Mother smells so nicely
and Father and Bunia.
"Mama, please," I squeeze the tooth into her hand
and don't know when I find myself in her lap.
"Martha," Mama's arms surround me. How good
this is. "Martha, little one, did it hurt much?"
"It didn't hurt at all," I reply honestly, but only
because of the presence of the lady from the Polish
Women's Circle.
In the door stands Anna Petrovna. She must have
followed me. In her hand she holds my blue ribbon.
She beams.
"Vot vasheprevoskhoditelstvo, voti vasha Marta
geroi, no nado chtoby polaskala." [Here your high
ness, your Martha is a hero, but she still should
rinse her mouth.]
II
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I am led to the bathroom and I rinse my mouth the most important thing for abscesses."
Olenka has a bucket of snow in her hand. She
earnestly with Mama's elixir, which we are not
nonnally pennitted to use. My sister looks in places it on the furnace and explains that when the
through the keyhole. Mother sends herofffor water snow heats up I can wash myself.
"It is quiet now," she adds, "the guard was here
with raspberry juice, which is an unheard of
and
left."
triumph in view of her seniority. In the corridor
Father's voice rings out. The entire family is im
"Mercy! I heard nothing. Was he here long?"
"Yes,
long, he was drunk and talked--that we will
pressed by my heroism. Mama leaves and I hear her
talking to Fatherin French. This proves the signifi go free. He gave me some tobacco. Do you want to
cance of the moment. On important matters my smoke?"
"Not now, no, I'll sit here a while longer, let the
parents always speak in French.
pus come out. What time is it?"
*****
"It's three o'clock. So, it's still time to daybreak."
The frrst class coach of the Czarist State Railroad
Olenka slides the bolt. I remain again in the hot
rocks gravely and widely. I now lie in the upper
berth. Ittook a long time to arrange it. The berth had darkness. Only now I feel just how hot it is. I take
to be disinfected, sheets pinned down so that I off my clothes quickly and stand on them. It is
would not touch the coach covers, straps holding unthinkable to stand with bare feet on the hot floor.
I stand naked, head touching the low ceiling.
up the bed had to be checked etc.
Below Mama is talking softly with our English
The heat blankets me closely, enters forcefully
governess. The light squeezes through the dark under my skin. I feel how it pierces the wounds,
blue lampshade and the objects on the curtain take enters the lungs, stomach, squeezes the heart and
on a little unrealistic contour. I lie flat on my back somewhere in the very depth ofbeing squeezes out
in blissful inactivity and squeeze toward me with pain. In its place comes another enemy, the worst
enemy of the prisoner, itching.
all my might the big white bear.
"Big Whitey, B-ig Whitey, B-ig Whitey," scans
*****
Itching
is
the
unavoidable
affliction of everyone
the train in soothing rhythm which passes through
me and begins to pulse in my whole body and in my here. It's caused first by scabies, then dirt, often
scurvy. Every evening the rite of scratching is
ears, ears...
perfonned in the barracks. Some kneel to this rite;
*****
others act it out standing up, others lying down, but
"B-ig Whi-tey, B-ig Whi-tey ... "
"Where am I?"
they all scratch.
Kluskova claims that one shouldn't scratch, that
"Ah, so that's how it is ... "
it's best to bear it for five minutes and the itching
*****
Consciousness returns with all the symphony of will stop by itself. She says that she never scratches
pain.
and that's why she has a clean body. But Kluskova
lies, I myself saw her scratching when she thought
Ears, ears! I slip off my cap. It falls clumsily.
"Pop," something twitched in my ear. I check. A no one was looking and saw that she has sores on
gluey liquid drains onto my fmger. "Pop," I now her back.
hear clearly the whistle of the air squeezing
I understand that with scruvy one should tear off
through the pores of the bricks and movement the scabs, atleast that's what the lucky ones who got
behind the door; that's Olenka adding wood to the themselves into the clinic claim. Wiska said that
when she no longer had the energy, the Soviet
furnace.
doctor herself would tear off the scabs and pore
"Olenka!"
green iodine over the wounds.
"Well well well, Miss Martha, are you alive?"
Itching is tied in with heat. You don'tfeelit outside
"Oh, Olenka, just think, what luck--the abscess
when
working. It appears in the evening when the
burst!"
"Well well well, what did I tell you, that heat is barracks warm up a bit.
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you dream of a horribly abscessed body that
trembles in some kind of weird dance, don't dream
of this animal.
Animal
"Am I an animal?"
"Mama.....
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*****
It is not warm in the sauna room, it is hot here.
Itching becomes so keen that pain is cancelled.
I know that I will begin scratching. And how! I
feel inside a burning anticipation of this moment
when finally my fmgernails will dig into the uneven
ness of the skin.
I deliberately push away this moment: one more
second, I can still stand it..
At last, I begin.
Slowly, very slowly, from the ankle to the knee,
then higher up, over the whole leg, with long careful
motions. First near the wounds then through them,
deeper and deeper, each time surer. Pieces of scabs
gather beneath the fingernails. I clean them off on
my teeth and work on. Through all the bloody
crevices. I do not avoid any part of the body.
I come to the abscess on my thigh. I tear off its
head. Thick pus sticks to my fingers. That's alright.
I'll spread it over the whole body, abscesses will
develop everywhere. The hands move ever surer.
Just now they have reached the wounds on the
stomach, on the breasts.
I lean my back against the pole which holds up the
ceiling and rub it against the rough wood. The edge
of the pole hits the abscess under the arm, pushes
into it.
Each time I move my back faster, each time my
hands travel over my body faster, I maneuver with
my legs also, one scratches the other.
This is no longer scratching, it is some kind of
sheer pleasure.
Faster, faster, my body trembles under the rhythm
of the hands. Faster, faster! One more scab, one
more blister to tear off and again straight into that
abscess and again into the wound on the side, faster.
To the depths ...
What am I doing?

*****

"Olenka, give me some soap," I stretch out my
hand through the door.
"Well well well Miss Martha, how the blood
flows, you have scratched yourself real good."
"It's nothing, nothing. 111 wash it off right away.
And do you perhaps have a clean shirt?"
"I'll look, but you'd better come out now because
you might drop dead."
Delicately, with slow motions, I wash my body
and each wound. I begin with the face. The water is
hot and there is plenty of soap. I feel my body
become clean.
Olenka opens the door. "Come out here to put on
the shirt. I also have a skirt and underpants."
But I continue dressing in the sauna room. Of
course, I cannot show Olenka my maltreated body.
I cannot show it to anybody.
I come out. Perspiration and blood pour from my
face. Olenka looks at me with horror. I try to laugh.
It doesn't work.
Olenka leads me to the bench. "Lie down," she
hands me a glass of water. I drink it slowly,
swallow after swallow.
No more fast movements. Never again.
Olenka rolls a cigarette in newspaper and lights it.
With difficulty I hold it in my lips. I inhale deeply. '
My head spins unbearably. I still see how Olenka
goes out for snow, returns with the pail and carries
it to the furnace.
It's good that it's dark there. She won't see the
blood on the pole.
The bench begins to swim under me, to the right,
*****
Pretty little girl who sleeps so sweetly cuddled to left, it totters more and more, finally falls down.
Now I know nothing.
the white bear, who falls asleep to the tune of a
Translated by Claire S. Allen
lullaby or of a carol flowing out of the windows of
the old Lithuanian homestead; you who are tucked
in with a fragrant quilt and your parents' love, don't The Polish texts ofthis and other stories by Marta·
ever dream little girl of an old woman who per lukowska are located in the Hoover Institution
forms some kind of strange dance in the dark, in a Archives, WladyslawAndersCol/ection,Box#72,
strange house where it's very hot. Little girl, don't Folder #561.
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MEETING

TIME: Friday, March 17, 7:30 p.m.
PLACE: 301 Sewall Hall, Rice University
218 Millbrook, Houston, Texas. SPEAKER: Richard E Staar, The Hoover

TIME: Friday, January 27, 1989, 7:30 p.m.
PLACE: Residence of Mr. & Mrs. C.A.& Kath

erine E.,
Millbrook is the third street after Piney Point going Institution
west on San Felipe, and the last one before
TOPIC: Dr. Staar will speak on the current situ
Blalock.The street sign may be missing due to road ation in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, and
repairs, so count your streets!
on the American options.
SPEAKER: Antoni Semczuk, Rice University
Dr. Staar is a leading American specialist on
TOPIC: The Warsaw Theaters (in Polish) Eastern Europe. Among his numerous books is
Dr. Semczuk is a Visiting Mellon Professor of Poland 1944-1962: Sovietization of a Captive
Slavic Studies at Rice University, and Professor People. He served as U.S. Ambassador to the
and Dean of the Faculties of Russian and Applied Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction talks in
Linguistics at the University of Warsaw. He has Vienna, 1981-83.
published books on Leo Tolstoy, Ivan Turgenev,
FORTHCOMING CZECH CELEBRATION
and Mikhail Lennontov, and is a co-author of the
monumental History of Russian Literature, 2 The Czech Catholic Union of Texas plans festivi
ties to commemorate its Centennial. Fellow
vols. [Historia literatury rosyjskiej), thefmest book
of Polish descent are cordially invited.
Americans
on the topic we know, published in Warsaw in
TIME: June 30-July 2, 1989
1970-71. In Fall 1989 at Rice University, he will .
PLACE: Fayette County Fairgrounds; La
teach a course in Polish language and culture.
Grange; Hostyn
The Czech Catholic Union of Texas has 17,000
members. It has 108 lodges located throughout
the blackland belt of Texas.
CONTACT: M.J. Marek,713-437-2116
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